Cathedral Church of Saints Peter and Paul
Pastoral Council
MINUTES OF MEETING OF 13 February 2018
held in Cathedral House at 1930
1 Welcome
Canon Bosco welcomed members.
Attended by Canon Bosco McDonald, Father Cavan, Mary Manners, Rachel Mostyn, Cath McCarthy, Stuart Henry
and Hetty Wiles
Apologies was received from Deacon Kevin, Carlotta Kramskoy, Becky Nicholls, Deacon James, Kate Long,
Stephen Stansfield, Ruth Mather and Barbara Rusbridge
2 Opening Reflection
A 4-minute video was presented from the website "formed.org" which gave a brief reflection on the first week of
Lent entitled "Repent and Believe in the Gospel".
3 Life in the Spirit seminars
Ann and Nick Tarr attended the meeting to give a brief introduction of the upcoming seminars between 20 February
and 20 March 2018. The advertisement of these dates will continue in the parish.
Some CPC members have volunteered to assist in setting up the room, (i.e. making tea and coffee and clearing up
afterwards).
4 Matters arising from 14 November minutes
Parish Projects
The meeting agreed that the cathedral will support two parish projects in the next three years:
•

Street Pastors – ecumenical teams of Christians working together on the streets to show directly
the presence and love of Christ in their community

•

The Wells, Centre for Spirituality – the specific purpose is the use of The Wells as a place of prayer
and spirituality by individuals and groups

It was also agreed that Barbara Rusbridge will be the CPC link between The Wells and the CPC whilst Rachel
Mostyn will be the CPC link between Street Pastors and the CPC.
A meeting is being organized to put in place a format of how the project coordinators will speak at all Masses on a
Sunday.
Welfare Group
Fr Cavan gave a brief update on the activities of the group, informing the meeting that there is plenty of scope and
there is also plenty to do; they are also working as a group to identify the abilities of existing members. Fr Cavan is
always seeking out new members and is encouraged at the enthusiasm of parishioners whenever he talks to them.
Canon Bosco and Fr Cavan are going to discuss to see how the bereavement council and the welfare group can
work more closely in the future.
Due to the success of the healing mass that was recently conducted, it was discussed that the cathedral would look
to put on more, say, three to four times a year.
4 Year of Mission
Copies of the current booklet were given to each member of the CPC for them to read and comment at the next
meeting. Copies have been left in the sachristy for CPC members who were not in attendance.
The meeting was also informed that visual impacts will be put around the cathedral to celebrate the year of mission.
5 AOB
It was decided that Mary Manners will purchase a new lightweight wheelchair which will be placed at the back of
the cathedral.
The meeting was updated on the heating system.
6 Date of Next meetings
10 April 2018; 3 July 2018.
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